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Trend interview: Should AI algorithms run on local control systems?

A differentiated approach to Artifical Intelligence,
the cloud and the edge
In the mechanical engineering sector in particular, many Industrie 4.0 initiatives that users are rolling out rely on data evaluation at
the machine level. With scalable computing power available in control systems and edge devices, sufficient resources can be allocated
to evaluating data locally and directly on production lines. But how much intelligence can be reasonably provisioned at the boundary
to the cloud, and how can tasks be divided effectively between the cloud and the edge? Dr. Josef Papenfort discusses these forward-looking questions with Andreas Gees, deputy editor-in-chief at Elektro Automation magazine, in the following trend interview.
Elektro Automation: Are there sound reasons in favor of integrat-

machine learning and inference to take place in the cloud, sufficiently high data

ing AI algorithms into local applications, that is, control systems

rates must be available. In cloud-based systems, this can be costly, and if the

or edge devices? What might be the advantages over cloud-based

internet bandwidth available is inadequate, this may result in restrictions to the

solutions, and how important a role does data security play?

functionality. Running inference on an edge device, on the other hand, requires
a one-time investment in hardware that then allows data to be shared at high

Dr. Josef Papenfort: Where AI algorithms should be executed depends to a

speeds over a local network. The learning process, by contrast, can be conduct-

large extent on the acceptable latency and on the cost ceiling. AI algorithms rely

ed in the cloud: Data only needs to be uploaded once, because the process is

on data and, here, it’s important to distinguish between the data that’s needed

finite, not continuous. The learning process may, of course, require considerable

just once, initially, during the training process, and the data needed continuously

computing resources, but only temporarily; in this case, cloud resources charged

in a trained network that is operating predictively in inference mode. For both

on a pay-as-you-go basis are a good fit.

PC Control 03 | 2018
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“The learning process may, of course, require
considerable computing resources, but only
temporarily; in this case, cloud resources charged
on a pay-as-you-go basis are a good fit.”
Dr. Josef Papenfort,
TwinCAT Product Manager at Beckhoff

Elektro Automation: Control tasks generally call for hard real-

control systems, however, the hardware can be scaled to match the demands

time systems whereas AI algorithms aren’t necessarily real-time-

of the application.

dependent. Can these two different requirements be reconciled
at the local level?

Elektro Automation: From your perspective, are there application
scenarios – cross-site analyses, for instance – that only really

Dr. Josef Papenfort: The type of connection depends on the application im-

make sense if run in the cloud?

plemented or supported by an AI algorithm. Such an algorithm obviously relies
on data received from the real-time process – in other words a stream of data

Dr. Josef Papenfort: Again, it’s important to distinguish here between the

moving from the real-time to the non-real-time domain. The essential question

learning phase and inference mode. Learning is based on a set of data. If a given

is whether the non-real-time algorithm needs to intervene in the real-time pro-

site generates insufficient machine-learning data on its own, data from multiple

cess in response. This is not necessary if, for instance, the AI algorithm is used

sites that perform the same process can be combined to obtain an adequate

in predictive maintenance to gauge, say, a part’s remaining useful life. As a rule,

database, and the cloud offers a suitable means of merging that data. The cloud

such an application will not require direct intervention in the real-time process.

can also provide the computing power needed to initiate the learning process

In a closed-loop optimization scenario, though, the AI algorithm needs to feed

at a given time. Whether or not inference should be performed in the cloud as

results back to the real-time process continuously.

well depends, as I already mentioned, on the given application, the latency and
the data rate.

Elektro Automation: What kinds of applications are best suited to
running AI algorithms locally, and where are the likely computing
performance limits?
Dr. Josef Papenfort: There is no straightforward answer to that question – it
depends on the hardware deployed whether an edge device has the power to
handle deep neural network computations in a suitable time frame. In PC-based

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/iot
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Visitors to Hannover Messe 2018 had the chance
to find out more about the new forms of real-time
communication at a detailed demo presentation.

Cloud-based automation: Technology studies by Huawei and Beckhoff

Exploring new real-time communication
technologies for industrial automation
Secure, standards-based data and information exchange – not just in and across devices, machines and services, but also within
production lines and between manufacturing facilities – is a core challenge facing Industrie 4.0 and IoT initiatives today. PC-based
control, with its open architecture, is an ideal fit when meeting this challenge. Beckhoff, as a technology-driven company, is constantly exploring new avenues with the potential to advance industrial automation – hence the company’s current collaboration
with telecom specialist Huawei on switching, routing and 5G mobile communication technology.
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Figure 1: Communication requirements in cloud-based automation

Based on the pioneering role of Beckhoff in the implementation of open

enabling advanced production control tasks, which is why Beckhoff is eval-

control technology, users benefit from the interoperability of the company’s

uating the capabilities of a range of next generation LAN, WAN and mobile

PC-based control systems with third-party systems. EtherCAT, a globally rec-

communication technologies.

ognized communication standard, allows compatible devices from a range of
vendors to integrate and interoperate at the field level. Interoperability is fur-

The collaboration with Huawei focuses on switching and routing methods and

ther supported by the OPC UA data exchange standard, which enables vendor

on 5G mobile communication technology. The goal is to reserve bandwidth

and platform-independent communication in machine-to-machine interaction

by means of simple configuration to guarantee low latency and jitter. The

and in vertical business processes.

technologies being explored serve purely to achieve real-time data routing capability on a heterogeneous network. The EtherCAT communication

Industrial automation involves moving machine and production data from

protocol itself remains intact, allowing seamless integration of existing

the I/O level to the cloud (see Figure 1). A unified, deterministic, low-latency

EtherCAT segments as well as continued use of the huge variety of available

communication system spanning these and intervening levels is essential in

EtherCAT devices.
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Figure 2: Switching and routing technologies

The way that EtherCAT works makes it particularly well-suited to integration in

–

heterogeneous networks: Generally, all of the nodes on an EtherCAT segment
can be reached with a single Ethernet frame. This one frame simply needs to

Deterministic IP: Deterministic latencies of less than 50 µs can be achieved
by reserving bandwidth on IP-based networks (Layer 3).

–

5G wireless: 5G mobile technology promises not just higher data through-

be routed between a remote EtherCAT controller and the segment on which

put but also lower latencies (in the region of 1 ms) and more reliable

the EtherCAT devices are located, rather than sending a separate frame to

transmission. Routing is usually performed at the IP level, but approaches

each node on the segment in the way that other technologies require.

for routing between endpoints on Layer 2 exist as well.

To date, three new communication technologies have been examined as part

Figure 2 shows the technologies as evaluated and how they map to the ISO/OSI

of the collaboration:

model. Time-sensitive networking (TSN) technology fits in seamlessly here as

–

X-Ethernet: The IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard specifies how symbols

well. The use of EtherCAT in a TSN network has been described in a white

are encoded between the physical layer and the MAC controller. It is at

paper by the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG), and the relevant specifica-

this encoding level that data streams are passed between X-Ethernet

tions are set by the ETG as well.

switches – at Layer “1.5” of the ISO/OSI model, so to speak.

Technology studies: Early identification and
assessment of innovations’ potential
–

technologies such as Huawei’s new X-Ethernet and Deterministic
IP solutions, as well as TSN.
–

Technology evaluation: For Beckhoff, it is important to explore early
on whether, and to what extent, innovations in the area of information

enables easier network configuration than with TSN.
–

and communication technology (ICT) offer potential that can deliver

–

–

Compared to TSN, Deterministic IP offers the benefits of a real-time
routed network, capable of supporting efficient communication between

improvements throughout the communication chain, from the cloud to
the I/O level, for the benefit of Beckhoff customers.

X-Ethernet transmits fixed-length bit blocks instead of frames, which

manufacturing halls, cells and subnets.
–

The purpose of evaluating 5G wireless was, first, to help Huawei,

Huawei invited Beckhoff to take part in the technology studies because

an important global manufacturer of ICT chips and endpoint devices,

they wanted to collaborate with a company that they regarded as a

understand the requirements involved in industrial-grade wireless

leader in automation.

communication and, second, to enable Beckhoff to gain valuable

EtherCAT is an exceptionally powerful industrial Ethernet communication

insights into the performance potential of tomorrow’s 5G technology.

system that is ideally suited to pairing with heterogeneous network

PC Control 03 | 2018
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Figure 3: X-Ethernet demonstration setup

X-Ethernet: Layer 1,5 switching

In the example, the X-Ethernet switches are configured to provide a virtual

X-Ethernet works with bit blocks of a fixed length that are transmitted from one

EtherCAT telegrams could be routed through the network without further mod-

port to another on the Physical Coding Sublayer (PCS). The blocks are PCS-en-

ifications by the master, then processed on the standard EtherCAT segment.

coded (e.g. 8B/10B or 64B/66B) as fragmentation blocks according to the IEEE

The PLC application cycle time reached 50 µs. With the X-Ethernet switches’

802.3 standard. Because the bit blocks have a fixed length, jitter is exceptionally

exceptionally low jitter of less than 20 ns and latency of under 3 µs, time syn-

low (< 100 ns). In addition, jitter is not affected by the variable frame length in

chronization using distributed clocks on the EtherCAT segment worked without

the way it generally is in Layer 2 switching. In an X-Ethernet switch, so-called

further modification: Jitter and simultaneity at the two toggle outputs before

pipes are configured at the data rate required by the data stream. No store-

and after the X-Ethernet network were << 100 ns, with the X-Ethernet network

and-forward switching or decision-making based on MAC/IP table lookup is

behaving, in effect, like a long cable.

100 Mbit/s EtherCAT pipe. With this simple setup, it was found that standard

necessary; no congestion will occur in output buffers.
Currently being advanced and standardized by Huawei, X-Ethernet is a solid
This principle is best illustrated with an example: The setup in Figure 3 above shows

technology for use cases that involve running standard and multi-real-time

a 100 Mbit/s pipe running from the EtherCAT master, over two X-Ethernet switch-

communication in parallel across heterogeneous networks. Data streams

es, to the EtherCAT segment. A 1 Gbit/s link is provided between the X-Ethernet

(i.e. pipes) are easy to configure, and their real-time performance is excellent.

switches. This allows a video stream pipe for image processing, for instance, to

A remote controller can exchange data with one or more EtherCAT segments

be set up through the switches, parallel to the EtherCAT data traffic. A residual

(i.e. machine units) in real-time over the network. Closed control loops for highly

bandwidth of 900 Mbit/s remains available – or perhaps just 600 Mbit/s, leaving

dynamic drive applications are likewise possible.

300 Mbit/s for other real-time or asynchronous, non-priority traffic. The non-reserved bandwidth of the 1 Gbit/s link is always available for asynchronous traffic;
even long, asynchronous frames do not disrupt the real-time communication.

|
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Figure 4: Deterministic IP with a guaranteed limit on end-to-end latency

Deterministic IP (DIP): Layer 3 routing

Deterministic IP offers a solution. Already submitted to the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) as a specification, DIP can deliver

When machine modules or cells are interconnected over routers, switching at

real-time services on Layer 3 in IP-based networks. In a defined IP options

Layer 2 (or below) is no longer a sufficient means of logically separating traffic

header, connected endpoints can ask DIP routers to reserve the bandwidth they

into subnets. Applications, however, depend on real-time performance to con-

need. In response, routers provide a guaranteed end-to-end bandwidth and

nect, for example, to an edge controller analyzing machine data online or to a

latency. The routers are able to move the data with a guaranteed delay of less

machine controller in a server room, away from the machine it controls.

than 50 µs. Each router ensures that it prioritizes the traffic with the lowest
time reserve.

Computations carried out in an edge server to create a digital-twin machine
model, for instance, rely on a deterministic response time to the actual process

Systems and devices can also be disconnected and reconnected as needed to

values acquired through machine monitoring: The actual values of the machine

enable flexibility in production. When they come back online, they can again

or system must be sent to the edge server at cycle speed and compared against

request, and are provisioned with, the bandwidth they require.

the values expected in the machine model. The output vector must then be sent
with low latency to the machine to fine-tune its settings.

The EtherCAT protocol is suitable for use at the IP level, too, because under
the EtherCAT specification, each EtherCAT device can also process EtherCAT

PC Control 03 | 2018
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Figure 5: The EK1000 Coupler from Beckhoff operates as an EtherCAT open mode coupler.

telegrams embedded in a UDP/IP datagram. This is referred to in the EtherCAT

EK1000, which passed the telegrams straight to the EtherCAT segment. All that

specification as Open Mode. Only the first device connected to a DIP router in an

was required to accomplish this was an extension of the IP stack in the EK1000

EtherCAT segment needs to be capable of evaluating the IP protocol.

and the EtherCAT master to implement the DIP options header. This made it
possible to request the requisite bandwidth from the routers.

The EK1000 EtherCAT TSN Coupler from Beckhoff, for instance, can be used for
that purpose (see Figure 5). It supports both IP addressing and MAC addressing.

Flexible production operations that rely on frequent process reconfiguration

The coupler has two Ethernet ports. One of these connects the coupler to the

need communication networks that are equally flexible to configure. With Deter-

Ethernet network. The EK1000 passes frames from the Ethernet port to the

ministic IP, devices can be guaranteed the low latency and deterministic traffic

EtherCAT port with a minimal delay. All other devices on the EtherCAT segment

flow that they require even on Layer 3. The same applies if routed subnets are

are standard EtherCAT devices.

needed – for example, due to IT requirements or the use of WAN links between
cells or halls at a production facility.

In a test setup, a server PLC was connected with an EtherCAT segment over a
DIP network via an EK1000 Coupler to run a motion application with a 2 ms
cycle time and DC synchronization. EtherCAT telegrams embedded in a UDP/IP
packet by the EtherCAT master were sent to the DIP network and received by the

|
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5G wireless:
Next-generation mobile communications

It therefore appears that 5G technology could be suitable for deployment in
a flexible production operation that combines transport vehicles, connected
logistics and concurrent control of production lines.

Fifth-generation (5G) wireless systems are often cited as a key technology
for mobile communication in connection with Industrie 4.0 and the Internet

At the 2018 Hannover Messe industrial trade show, Beckhoff and Huawei’s

of Things (IoT). In fact, 5G has compelling capabilities: Besides extremely

X-Lab together exhibited a demonstrator that put 5G’s capabilities to the test.

high bandwidth, 5G is expected to achieve very short delays in messaging

Two controllers were connected via a 5G link. One of these was controlling a

between stations and great reliability in data transmission – even with high

Beckhoff XTS (eXtended Transport System) acting as a passive drive system

user densities in small areas. These capabilities, taken for granted in today’s

that users could manipulate manually; this was passing the actual positions

wired networks, make this new wireless technology an interesting proposition

of the XTS movers as a reference to the second controller. The second con-

for the automation industry.

troller, working in synch with the first, replicated the manipulators’ manual
movements. The controllers’ NC cycle time was 2 ms, and the latency between

A major difference between next-generation 5G mobile networks and current

the 5G switches was 1.1 ms for 130 bytes of data (URLLC). The controllers

technologies is that 5G focuses heavily on machine-type communication

were running the EtherCAT Automation Protocol (EAP) using raw Ethernet

and IoT. Its capabilities extend significantly beyond mobile broadband and

frames on Layer 2 (wireless switching). Parallel to the real-time traffic, the

ever-higher data rates. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is

second controller streamed an IP video to the first to monitor the replicated

responsible for defining the performance targets for the next generation of

movements (eMBB).

mobile communications. The key functions summarized in Figure 6 include:
–

–

–

Enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB)

Working groups at 3GPP are currently setting the specifications for 5G. The

– Peak data rate: 20 Gbit/s (10 Gbit/s uplink)

capabilities are to be standardized in Release 16, due in late 2019, and can then

– Standard data rate: 100 Mbit/s (50 Mbit/s)

be implemented by manufacturers in their chip and device interface designs.

Ultra-reliable, low-latency communication (URLLC):
– Hop-to-hop latency of no more than 1 ms

To ensure that the telecommunications sector properly understands and

– Minimum reliability requirement 1 x 10-5
Massive machine-type communication (mMTC):

addresses the specific needs and requirements of factory automation, and

– Minimum connection density of 1 million devices per square kilometer

involved need to work together closely. To this end, organizations in the op-

that vertical industries recognize and make use of 5G capabilities, all parties
eration technology (OT) and information and communication technology (ICT)

All these capabilities are difficult to provide simultaneously because, from a

sectors recently formed the 5G Alliance for Connected Industries and Automa-

technical standpoint, they can be mutually exclusive. For instance, a sensor

tion (5G-ACIA). Its goal is to promote greater mutual understanding and to

used in condition monitoring will be designed to require as little power as

assess relevant technical, regulatory and economic aspects surrounding 5G in

possible to maximize battery life (mMTC), whereas the emphasis with a mobile

the industrial sector. Beckhoff is a founding member of the alliance.

robot will be on exchanging new actual and target values reliably with a controller in extremely rapid cycles (URLLC). However, 5G can combine these capabilities in parallel within a network due to a novel concept known as Network
Slicing. This enables multiple logical or virtual networks to operate concurrently
on a shared physical infrastructure in order to support different use cases.

|
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Figure 6: Communication requirements in and outside the smart factory

Successful collaboration

these collaborative initiatives, it is important to assess the specific benefits of
IT-sector technology for industrial automation. Ultimately, time will tell which

Beckhoff is constantly assessing the potential of emerging technologies that

technologies are actually rolled out to customers.

could cover the communication requirements in automation from the I/O
level all the way up to cloud-based control. In the collaboration with Huawei,

Authors: Dr. Guido Beckmann, Senior Management

Beckhoff has explored how to incorporate the established EtherCAT technol-

Control System Architecture & International Key Accounts,

ogy into heterogeneous network structures – in an Ethernet subnet at the

and Thomas Rettig, Senior Management Control System

switch level, and between subnets at the routing level. Going forward, 5G may

and Communication Architecture, both Beckhoff

prove to be a viable wireless technology for edge control, for communication
between machines and, possibly, for condition monitoring incorporated into
machinery or other advanced applications. Huawei and Beckhoff both bring to
the table vast expertise and experience in two largely complementary fields,
creating synergies that can benefit both their respective market segments. In

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/ek1000
www.beckhoff.com/ethercat
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A new generation of energy and power measurement terminals delivers maximum scalability
for condition monitoring from single machines to entire production facilities

System-integrated energy measurement
helps transition from energy management
to condition management

PC Control 03 | 2018
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Beckhoff offers an expanded portfolio of energy measurement and grid analysis solutions for a broad spectrum of
applications, ranging from machines and production facilities
to manufacturing plants and buildings to wind power and
hydroelectric installations. Managing industrial machinery
and extensive power generation plants involves a broad
range of requirements, including mains monitoring, process
control and high-end power monitoring. With the EL37x3
series and four new EL34x3 EtherCAT I/Os, Beckhoff now
offers a portfolio of EtherCAT Terminals that's as comprehensive as it is scalable in terms of price and performance.

Together with the proven oversampling power monitoring terminals and the
associated TwinCAT Power Monitoring library, the new EtherCAT Terminals for
energy and condition management represent a comprehensive product spectrum that can be adapted to any application.
In addition to the continuing regulatory pressure to implement the ISO 50.001
standard, installing an energy management system, as described by the International Energy Agency, delivers several direct benefits, such as:
–

energy savings = cost savings

–

supply security = production reliability

–

industrial productivity = increased sales

–

resource management = higher profit margins

Even for use as a stand-alone energy meter, the modular Beckhoff solution is
superior to conventional devices. The I/O system supports the flexible combination of devices such as the compact EK9160 IoT Bus Coupler equipped with an
Figure 1: A stand-alone energy meter is available at low cost by combining

Ethernet interface and the EL3423 power measurement terminal that is opti-

standard components like a Bus Coupler and energy measurement I/O terminals.

mized for use in the IoT field. At the same time, the user benefits from proven
and affordable standard industrial components (see Figure 1).
Taking a more holistic view, on the other hand, opens the door to significantly
greater efficiency improvements. The open and consistent bus terminal and
software system from Beckhoff enables the implementation of energy management solutions that are simple, cost-effective and, most importantly, seamlessly
integrated into the existing automation system. Acquisition of all consumer data
(including those from DC-supplied consumers) provides detailed insight on the
type of energy and how much of it is being used anywhere in a plant or building.

|
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Beckhoff IoT Bus Coupler
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Beckhoff control system
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Beckhoff Edge Device
Ultra-compact IPC
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ADS/OPC UA

Existing Beckhoff control system
CX5000 Embedded PC with TwinCAT 2

OPC UA

Existing third-party
control system

Figure 2: Several options are available for data acquisition, storage and analysis: a stand-alone energy meter, a software
solution for machine controllers or a C6015 used as a gateway PC for multiple small controllers or third-party devices.

Since this measurement data is directly available in the I/O system, no additional

measuring box. IO-Link-based sensors can be integrated via KL/EL6224 termi-

automation system is required. Bus terminals and/or software modules can be

nals. Electrical variables can be conveniently collected via the broad portfolio

easily added to the control system as needed. This reduces the cost of collecting

of system-integrated power measurement terminals, which can be used for

energy usage data while providing information about the total consumption of

the three application areas of maintenance, power measurement and power

the facility as well as of all sub processes.

monitoring (see Figure 3).

With a higher-level gateway PC, it is also possible to integrate a heterogeneous

EL3483 and EL3423 for maintenance

system, such as one that has grown over time, into a fully functional end-to-end

The EL3483 3-phase mains monitoring terminal for voltage, frequency and

system again – even if the components come from many different manufactur-

phase can be used in place of a protection relay for the detection of asymmetry

ers (see Figure 2).

errors or frequency errors, as well as for phase protection and voltage protection for uncontrolled motors. Moreover, the EL3483 not only generates an error

Numerous I/O modules are available for energy data collection to form

message after a fault has occurred. In addition, users can preset thresholds for

the basis of the universal solution. Established gas, water and heat meters

all monitored values to enable alarm notifications and thus to be able to take

can be easily integrated into the system with up/down counters like the EL1512

corrective action proactively and avoid machine downtime.

EtherCAT Terminal or the KL6781 and KL6401 Bus Terminals via the M-Bus
or LON interface. In addition, users can monitor their compressed air usage

Since the terminal provides a power quality factor and is available at relatively

(and check for energy-wasting leaks) with the KM37xx differential pressure

low costs, it can be used to install a comprehensive supply voltage monitoring

measurement terminals or the decentralized EP3744 IP67 differential pressure

system. The power quality factor is a combination of many factors that affect the

PC-Control
PC Control 03 | 2018

Maintenance

Power Measurement
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Power Monitoring

Figure 3: The three categories of energy and power measurement terminals:
maintenance, power measurement and power monitoring.

quality of the mains voltage. It enables the user to assess the supply reliability

EL3443 and EL3453 for power measurement applications

of an installation in a simplified manner with only a single number and without

The EL3443 is the new standard power measurement terminal from Beckhoff

requiring detailed knowledge of harmonic waves, distortion factors and other

with many additional features and a significantly faster response time than its

factors.

predecessor. The 3-phase power measurement terminal with extended functionality updates the measurement values with each full wave (20 ms at 50 Hz).

The second representative of this group is the first true energy and power

It also supplies more than 400 measurement values that provide detailed in-

measurement terminal, because it supplements the voltage analysis in the

formation about the present status of power supply and consumption. Among

EL3483 with current measurement channels. As an economy version of the

other things, the terminal determines the first 41 harmonics for current and

above 3-phase power measurement terminal, the EL3423 is a full-featured I/O

voltage on all three phases.

device that computes its measurements in the 15-minute intervals that are
common in Germany. The update speed, on the other hand, is freely selectable

Two more specialized features of this component class are the detection of zero

down to 10-second averages. In addition to determining averages, the terminal

voltage crossing occurrences as well as the internal computation of residual cur-

collects power minimums and maximums for the selected period. Because of the

rent (compare Figure 4 on page 18). The zero voltage crossing detection makes

time limitations, the terminal is available at a lower price point.

it possible to implement innovative control concepts by executing switching
operations with microsecond accuracy during zero-crossovers. This protects

If power and/or other values are to be measured in the context of machine

switching components and downstream devices from inrush current peaks.

control, 10-second measurement intervals will probably not be sufficient. In this

The effective computation of residual current makes it possible to estimate the

case, an update to the next terminal category is recommended.

neutral current without explicitly measuring it. With the EL3453, which mea-
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Figure 4: Avoidance of power peaks via zero voltage crossing detection and internal residual current computation

sures the neutral current directly, the computed residual current is equal to the

clarity and convenience compared to the multiple built-in devices that users had

differential current, which provides further monitoring capabilities that may be

to monitor in the past. Using the HTML5-based TwinCAT 3 HMI from Beckhoff,

useful for other applications, such as the operation of IT server racks.

the same visualization can even be displayed by many other end devices such
as smartphones and tablets without any additional effort.

In comparison with the EL3443, the EL3453 3-phase power measurement
terminal with extended functionality for up to 690 V AC adds even more speed

Drag-and-drop analysis functions with TwinCAT Analytics

and updates its process values with every half-wave (i.e. every 10 ms at 50 Hz).

With TwinCAT Analytics, all data acquired throughout a company environment

In addition, it features four independent and isolated current channels that can

can be easily summarized and evaluated via drag-and-drop analysis functions

withstand short-term currents of 60 A. Moreover, the EL3453 computes more

and also combined with other measurement data (see Figure 6). This makes it

harmonics (up to the 63rd) and the sine wave power and energy, which makes

easy to compute the energy consumption for each produced part. A holistic

more than 600 measurement values available.

Beckhoff solution even supplies data that is not available to common energy
management systems since the latter have no access to the machine control

Power monitoring for high-end applications

data. This makes it possible to first determine the energy consumption for differ-

The third and final category consists of the EL37x3-series power monitoring ter-

ent operating conditions and then identify deviations from the norm.

minals for high-end applications. These terminals fully implement the principle
of PC-based control by collecting high-resolution current and voltage values

While too much energy usage may be a sign of worn bearings, for example, too

and forward them to the controller very quickly but without any processing.

little energy usage may indicate insufficient product quality. Through automatic

The greatest advantage of this method is that the controller has all raw data

PLC code generation, above mentioned easily created drag-and-drop analyses

at its disposal and can operate with the greatest level of detail possible. Even

can even be integrated into an automated permanent analysis system. After

oscilloscopic applications can be implemented this way. Since the automation

automatic project creation, users can integrate an HMI dashboard for compa-

controller has much more computing power at its disposal, it is able to perform

ny-wide energy data analysis. TwinCAT 3 HMI provides the foundation for this

analyses in significantly greater detail. For an efficient implementation of the

capability. Company-wide monitoring across distributed locations and systems

desired analysis functions, Beckhoff provides the TwinCAT Power Monitoring

enables a timely response to impending faults before downtime occurs. It also

software library TF3650. While the EL3773 with 10,000 measurements per

enables discovery of previously unidentified optimization potential, for example,

second is not as fast in comparison, it features an integrated filter and DC

during operating mode changes. And by means of the power quality factor, users

capability. The EL3783, on the other hand, features a sampling rate of 20 ksps

can even resolve unexplained machine problems resulting from fluctuations in

and an overload capacity of 130 to 650 percent for current and voltage. This

the power supply without the need for extensive knowledge in electrical engi-

makes it possible to maintain a comprehensive data overview and not lose any

neering. With these user-friendly tools, even the implementation of an advanced

measurement values even in error states.

condition management system with a high level of detail is easy to accomplish.

All these capabilities make it possible to put together a company-wide energy

Author: Fabian Assion, Product Manager I/O, Beckhoff

management system that meets any user requirements. The user can decide
whether to manage the data in the cloud or locally (compare Figure 5), which
remains the most common choice. If a localized solution is selected, it is important not to forget the benefits of an easy-to-use interface with centralized
access options. Centralized data access via multi-touch panels delivers more

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/el34x3
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Figure 5: The diagram shows how measurement data from many different sources can be converged and displayed via a central user interface.
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Figure 6: Basic architecture of an energy and condition management system based on TwinCAT Analytics
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TwinCAT IoT Communicator

Easy and secure transfer of
process data to mobile end devices
The TwinCAT IoT Communicator makes it easy for PLCs to communicate with mobile devices by connecting the TwinCAT controller directly and securely to a messaging service through TLS encryption. For
smartphone and tablet users, the associated IoT Communicator App ensures that process data can be
represented on all mobile devices in a clear overview. Alarms are sent to the device as push messages.

PC Control 03 | 2018
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The TwinCAT IoT Communicator software and the IoT Communicator App
provide convenient and secure access to process data via mobile end devices.

The TwinCAT 3 IoT Communicator exchanges data using a publish/subscribe
mechanism. Since no special firewall settings are needed, integration into an
existing IT network is easy. Information is exchanged via a message broker that
uses the standardised MQTT protocol and acts as a central messaging service in
a cloud or local network. A high level of communication security is guaranteed
by proven TLS encryption (up to version 1.2).
Transmitted process data can be displayed on mobile devices using the IoT
Communicator App, which is available for both Android and iOS operating
systems. The IoT Communicator App also incorporates an integrated QR code
scanner to facilitate entry of access data for communication between the broker
and individual users.
The TwinCAT IoT Communicator simplifies the transmission of push messages.
It offers a number of advantages over conventional e-mail and SMS messages
by visualizing live data, variables and status values. This makes the IoT Communicator an ideal addition to the related TwinCAT IoT and TwinCAT Analytics
software products.

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/tf6730
www.beckhoff.com/tf6735
www.beckhoff.com/iot
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Review
Sensor + Test 2018

More info and Trade Show TV
www.beckhoff.com/sensor-test

The trade show for sensors, measuring and testing

ware modules and integrated cloud connectivity,

technology in Nuremberg drew to a close on 28 June

Beckhoff offers a continuous measurement chain from

after three well-attended trade show days. This year’s

data acquisition to analysis. As a controller-integrated

trade show appearance by Beckhoff concentrated on an

solution, it open up fields of application in measure-

integrated measurement technology architecture: with

ment and testing technology that could previously

the high-end measurement terminals, the EtherCAT

only be implemented with expensive special devices.

measurement technology fieldbus, the TwinCAT soft-
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Review
Automatica 2018

|
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More info and Trade Show TV:
www.beckhoff.com/automatica

Automatica 2018 closed its doors in Munich on 22 June

PLC and robotics to image processing and IoT concepts,

with a new exhibitor and visitor record. In line with

is the basis for advanced machine concepts, optimised

the trade show’s guiding theme “Optimize your Produc-

product quality, increased competitiveness and invest-

tion!”, Beckhoff demonstrated how to increase the pro-

ment security. The Beckhoff presence focussed on the in-

duction efficiency and quality of machines and reduce

tegration of machine vision and IoT connectivity into the

costs at the same time with PC-based control. Bundling

central control system and the expansion of One Cable

the entire control intelligence in the software, from the

Automation with the AMP8000 Servo Drive system.

|
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FachPack

At FachPack 2018 Beckhoff will present the next development step facilitating

Efficient and energy-saving:
packaging solutions with PC-based Control

the implementation of efficient packaging solutions that save on energy and
resource consumption. As a special highlight, Beckhoff will present the hygienic
design version of the XTS: completely made of stainless steel for particularly
demanding packaging applications.
Nuremberg | 25 – 27 September 2018
Hall 3A | Booth 331

weitere Infos unter:
www.beckhoff.com/fachpack

AMB

WindEnergy

One system for CNC and IoT:
PC-based control for machine tools

Maximum transparency for wind turbines
with PC-based Control

At the Beckhoff booth, you can experience the advantages of connected pro-

At WindEnergy Hamburg, Beckhoff will show how to seamlessly integrate con-

duction facilities using PC-and cloud-based based automation technology. From

dition monitoring capabilities into a PC-based control platform for wind farms,

all-in-one CNC as a purely software-based solution, high-performance Industrial

increasing the availability and reliability of wind turbines through improved diag-

PCs and dynamic drive technology components through to system-integrated

nostics. PC-based control offers software and hardware components to implement

image processing, direct IoT and cloud connectivity – Beckhoff is showing

a complete measurement chain in wind turbines: from widely used sensors to the

numerous product highlights that can significantly boost the productivity of

use of cloud storage services. The system-integrated Beckhoff solution can be used

machine tools.

for new implementations just as well as for retrofits.

Stuttgart | 18 – 22 September 2018
Hall 2 | Booth E23

weitere Infos unter:
www.beckhoff.com/amb

Hamburg | 25 – 28 September 2018
weitere Infos unter:
Hall B6 | Booth 319
www.beckhoff.com/windenergy-hamburg
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Motek

The Beckhoff presence at Motek will focus on the subject of efficiency: Through

Optimises production efficiency:
PC-based Control

the system integration of PLC, motion control, robotics, image processing and
measurement technology on a central PC-based automation platform, the entire
process chain of individual machines and of complete production lines can be
controlled and monitored efficiently. With hardware components from Beckhoff
in an ultra-compact design, space requirements in control cabinets and the
overall system footprint in production environments can be reduced.
Stuttgart | 8 – 11 October 2018
Hall 8 | Booth 108

weitere Infos unter:
www.beckhoff.com/motek

EuroBlech

Creating added value: with IoT and
data analysis in sheet metal processing
At EuroBlech 2018 in Hanover, Beckhoff will demonstrate how system-inte
grated IoT and data analysis solutions can be easily implemented in sheet metal
processing applications. Users benefit from the secure connection of a freely
selectable cloud system, simplified data analysis for predictive maintenance
and machine optimisation purposes. Another highlight at the Beckhoff booth
will be the demonstration of Beckhoff Drive Technology ensuring dynamic and
high-precision motion control of a hybrid axis.

Hanover | 23 – 26 October 2018
Hall 27 | Booth D89

weitere Infos unter:
www.beckhoff.com/euroblech
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Traverse conveyor vehicles and roller conveyors from Horstkemper
automate part transport operations in kitchen production

Nobilia: PC-based control increases efficiency
in production logistics up to 15 percent
In 2017, Nobilia, Europe’s largest kitchen manufacturer, based in Verl, Germany, delivered an astounding 675,000
individually assembled kitchens. The company’s intelligent, highly efficient production logistics and consistent transparency in parts and production data make this possible. PC-based control from Beckhoff provides the optimum
basis to achieve these goals, as shown by the newly automated parts transport system from Horstkemper with
traverse conveyor vehicles and roller conveyors in production plant II.

PC Control 03 | 2018

In the order-picking warehouse, a traverse conveyor lift vehicle is used, whose lifting movements are
additionally monitored via TwinSAFE, thus preventing the risk of injuries in the event of incorrect operation.
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The sheer quantity of kitchen furniture parts – about 26,000 parts per day for front
inspection alone – requires highly efficient transport logistics in manufacturing.

Nobilia has been using PC-based control from Beckhoff to automate machines

Automatic traverse conveyor vehicles replace manual roller trolleys

and production facilities at its two Verl locations since 1989. Despite the

Among other things, automation was added to a transport area located at the

heterogeneous machine fleet, Nobilia maintains a homogeneous inventory of

outlet of several edging systems for front material within the parts production

orders and parts in the company’s central database. This was the key to con-

area. Previously, the finished stacked furniture parts were sorted using manual

stant improvements in efficiency and flexibility in the kitchen manufacturer’s

roller trolleys onto various buffer tracks, then manually distributed from the

production over the years and to the early implementation of the Industrie

buffer store to front control stations for cleaning and inspection of the individ-

4.0 concept.

ual furniture parts, and finally transported to the high-bay warehouse using a
separate conveyor system.

The large number of roughly 3,100 kitchens that Nobilia produced every day
over the past financial year places correspondingly high demands on produc-

According to Norbert Horstkemper, the technical challenge was to automate

tion technology and logistics. In order to open up further growth potential in

the transport processes to send the stacks to their respective destinations in

the production plant II covering a production area of 140,000 square meters,

the correct sequence and evenly sorted via two traverse conveyor vehicles with

the parts transport process was automated using traverse conveyor vehicles

the aid of automatic destination allocation. “In addition, the automated front

and roller conveyors from Horstkemper Maschinenbau GmbH, based in Riet

inspection area was to remain open for worker and forklift traffic,” Horstkemper

berg. Managing Director Norbert Horstkemper explains: “We offer Nobilia

says. “Project planning began in early 2017. Implementation started in May

individually adapted logistics solutions, which is the case with the traverse

and could already be completed in October. In addition to the user-friendliness

conveyor vehicles, for the handling and transport of kitchen components. The

and reliability of the system, Nobilia benefits from fast integration of new

focus is on high availability as well as short installation and maintenance

functions – partly during ongoing operation – into the existing systems. Despite

times.”

the revamp, production output has quickly returned to normal levels and has
steadily increased ever since, as Nobilia continues to invest in automation of the
individual transport areas.”
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The different traverse conveyor vehicles can travel at speeds of up to 85 meters
per minute without endangering worker or forklift through traffic.

Significant performance increases in front inspection area

traverse conveyor vehicles on the HMI, which is equipped with a zoom function.

A total of 10 traverse conveyor vehicles automate eight transport areas with

While before inspection personnel often had to travel up to 14 km throughout

approximately 250 roller conveyors. Three of these areas are used for inspect-

a day to find all required materials, the desired pallets can now be easily found

ing and finishing the furniture fronts. Lars Eberlei, Production and Plant Planner

through the visualization interface. This enhancement is based on the smooth

at Nobilia, explains: “In addition to upstream inspection systems, our staff

interaction of three components: Automation through PC-based control, visu

performs a 100-percent inspection of the front panels. In shift operation, we

alization and the system used to control the material flow throughout the

currently achieve an output of almost 26,000 parts. Automation with traverse

entire production. Only in this way could the data from all machines, as well

conveyor vehicles – with many material infeeds and outfeeds, overlapping

as the transport and inspection areas, converge so closely and transparently

areas and redundancy concepts – were major steps toward transporting the

that the access to parts can be optimally controlled and line congestion from

stacked parts to the right place at the right time as efficiently as possible. We

accumulated parts can be avoided, for example.”

have achieved a performance increase of up to 15 percent compared to the
previous transport logistics, which was handled entirely manually, apart from

Eberlei explains that the increase in efficiency through material handling tech-

a large cross-conveyor for large cabinet packages. In this way, the increased

nology actually goes far beyond central parts tracking: “Delivery prioritization

production output could be realized with the same number of staff.”

has also been implemented to ensure the smoothest possible workflows. Employee workload and comfort is also taken into account. That’s why the workers

According to Eberlei, another important success factor is the new visualization

aren’t simply allocated the next available parts package for inspection. Rather,

system implemented on the 24-inch CP3924 multi-touch Control Panels from

the physical strain is deliberately varied by assigning furniture parts of different

Beckhoff: “This increase in efficiency would not have been possible without

weights. Further functionalities, such as residual pallet recognition, are also

the realistic representation of the transport area with all roller conveyors and

included in the programming.”
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Traverse conveyor vehicles offer high functionality and safety
The number of traverse conveyor vehicles the system manages varies between
one and seven in the eight different transport areas. There is no limit on the
maximum number. As a rule, one C6930 control cabinet PC is provided per
transport area. Cross-sector transport has been designed so that operators do
not have to accept any restrictions when manually assigning destinations. Automatic routing over several conveyors and transport areas enables the selection
of remote transport destinations. Existing and additional transport sections and
traverse conveyor vehicles can be flexibly factored in at any time via parameter
tables. These are then automatically taken into account for destination selection,
transport logistics and visual representation.
The traverse conveyor vehicles generally have a load capacity of 4 to 5 tons;
in some areas only 2 tons are required. In order to transport as many parts
stacks as possible in a single transport process, each vehicle can handle four
to six stacks. Norbert Horstkemper adds: “The width of the traverse conveyor
vehicles is between 2.5 and 4.5 meters, depending on the available space.
The visualization realistically shows the transport areas with roller conveyors

Some have several roller conveyors, a lifting unit and protective baffles. A

and traverse conveyor vehicles; multi-touch functionality makes it easy to zoom in

19-inch multi-touch CP3219 Panel PC running TwinCAT NC PTP software

and out between a more detailed display and a full overview.

handles all control processes, such as width measurement, which determines
the parts stack positions on the conveyor. For motion control, in conjunction
with the AM8000 servomotors, both the compact EL72xx EtherCAT servomotor terminals – e.g. for controlling the baffles – and the AX5000 servo drives
with AX5805 TwinSAFE cards are used. The traverse conveyor vehicles receive
the necessary energy via a non-contact power supply called Inductive Power
Transfer (IPT). An absolute position feedback system, which is also contactless
and installed in the floor, further contributes to trouble-free operation. Data
transmission to the central transport area computer is WLAN-based. From this
computer, each traverse conveyor vehicle receives the transport orders to pick
up and deliver the material.”
The traverse conveyor vehicles enable fast travel speeds as high as 85 meters
per minute. Equally important is the TwinSAFE-based safety technology integrated in the system, since worker and forklift through traffic occurs at numerous
points along the routes. Lars Eberlei explains: “Almost 90 percent of all the parts
transport movements at Nobilia are automated. However, there are secondary
areas or separate material flows where this is very difficult or impossible to
achieve. Here the traverse conveyor vehicles and PC-based control give us the

With EtherCAT Terminals, servo drives, Industrial PCs and control software, PC-based

necessary flexibility to smoothly integrate these special processes.”

control offers the complete solution to automate even complex production processes
such as those encountered at Nobilia.

Complex production fully automated with PC-based control
The transport area at the Nobilia production plant II alone is extremely complex, with about 1,500 roller conveyor motors. PC-based control from Beckhoff
offers the optimum basis for automation technology with its openness and universality. The modular EtherCAT Terminal I/O system can be precisely adapted
to each area’s respective requirements and can easily adapt to allow system
expansions or modernizations. In addition, the integrated control via TwinCAT
software is able to use TwinSAFE to facilitate the merging of previously separate system areas, including the safety-relevant segments. Further advantages
result from the powerful data communication. The ultra-fast EtherCAT protocol
is indispensable for the safe operation of the traverse conveyor vehicles, and
ADS communication in TwinCAT facilitates higher-level communication within
the production, as well as connection to Nobilia's Ethernet-based company
network. In this way, existing IT structures can be used to quickly extend the
transport system as required.
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Involved in the implementation of the transport automation were (from left) Christian Pankoke, Technical Documentation and Work Preparation at Beckhoff Systems Engineering,
Arndt Tischler, Software Project Manager at Beckhoff, Lars Eberlei, Production Planning at Nobilia, Norbert Horstkemper, Managing Director of Horstkemper Maschinenbau, and
Markus Laumeier, Project Management at Beckhoff Systems Engineering.

Norbert Horstkemper sees another advantage of PC-based control besides the

Opening up optimization potential for the future

technical aspects: “The cooperation between our company as the machine man-

The consistent extension of Industrie 4.0 concepts opens up additional op-

ufacturer, Beckhoff as control system supplier and Nobilia as end user already

timization potential for Nobilia. For example, transparent parts tracking and

has a long and successful history. This, together with the geographical proximity

automatic destination assignment will be implemented as far as possible with

of all three stakeholders, makes many things easier.” Lars Eberlei agrees: “We

the connectivity and data throughput of all machine lines and manual worksta-

benefit from the PC-based control technology as well as from the availability of

tions. The capacity utilization of the individual traverse conveyor vehicles and

our partners in the immediate vicinity. Accordingly, we also require PC-based

roller conveyors can be determined by logging important transport parameters.

control in our specifications.”

In the future, this information can serve as a basis for further optimization
of the transport infrastructure. Lars Eberlei concludes: “An easy-to-use and

The flexibility and excellent integration capability of PC-based control was

easy-to-understand application and a corresponding HMI is essential for future

already evident during the early days of the transport area automation. The con-

production success and for the training of new operators.”

trol workstations were initially tested and optimized in semi-automatic mode
with manually set transport targets, so that production was not interrupted.
“Automation was implemented without any problems and without restrictions
on the production processes,” Eberlei says. “In addition to PC-based technology,
the experience of our long-standing partners has also played a major role in
the transition.”

Further information:
www.horstkemper.de/en
www.nobilia.de/en
www.beckhoff.com/wood
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The first of the four switching panel
alcoves on each floor, which are linked
via an EtherCAT loop, houses the
C6915 control computer.

Revitalization of building automation system
in Frankfurt’s Eurotheum high-rise building

PC-based control simplifies
building revitalization
PC-based building automation from Beckhoff is characterized by its system openness,
reliability, ease of use and long-term product availability. In the revitalization of
the Eurotheum high-rise building in Frankfurt, Germany, Plüderhausen-based system
integrator Herrmann GmbH & Co. KG, benefited from these features in several ways.
Having implemented the building’s original automation platform and the smoke
extraction system in 2000, the system integrator was able to upgrade it substantially
in 2018 with minimal effort in terms of time and technology.
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At 110 meters tall, the office and hotel complex in the center of Frankfurt stood

controls feature three operating modes set for comfort, economy and nighttime

out from the beginning due to its size and extremely flexible leasing options.

operation. The rooms are controlled automatically, depending on the time of day

While eight floors plus the lobby are occupied by a hotel with conventionally

and the presence of occupants determined via occupancy buttons, but can all be

automated building operations, 21 of the 31 floors can be subdivided based on

individually adjusted as well.”

the tenant’s needs and leased even on short notice in units of 240 square meters
or larger. Available layouts include open concept floor plans, office setups with

Hansjörg Ludwig adds: “We used Beckhoff products in the Eurotheum from the

rooms or cubicles or a combination of the above. Essential for the flexibility of

start and have been particularly impressed by the system openness of PC-based

use is easily adaptable room control for building services such as heating and

control. Due to a requirement of the original tenant, however, we had to imple-

cooling, lighting and shading, enabling customized floor layout with little effort.

ment most of the automation systems with third-party Interbus components at

Hansjörg Ludwig, General Manager of system integrator Herrmann, explains

the time. When the leasing relationship ended, the Eurotheum was to be fully

the original requirements: “Room sizes and floor layouts had to be modifiable

renovated, which enabled us to implement all automation components with

within a specified timeframe. We accomplished this by establishing a 1.35-

PC-based control technology from Beckhoff. We started in 2016 with a total

meter-grid based on the width of the windows that allows each segment along

renovation of the smoke extraction system. This was followed by a floor-by-

a window axis to be flexibly assigned. This flexibility made it possible to achieve

floor renovation of the entire building as leases permitted.” Michael Herrmann,

the original tenant’s goal of being able to configure e.g. three single offices or

Assistant Technical Manager at Herrmann, confirms the success of this ap-

a single conference room in the same space for its frequently changing teams

proach: “As part of the modernization project we installed state-of-the-art

within 24 hours.”

building technology over the last two years. Due to the modular control system
from Beckhoff, the building is now much more flexible.”

Flexible building automation makes all the difference
Besides reconfigurable room walls, such a building requires highly flexible auto-

Revitalization improves reliability and protects investments

mation systems, says Herrmann Team Manager Rainer Daiß: “The infrastructure

Herrmann opted to implement Beckhoff Industrial PCs (IPCs) from the building

endpoints for HVAC control stay in place, as do all the sensors and actuators,

start. Rainer Daiß explains the rationale: “Back then, we decided to use C6130

blinds and the lighting control elements. The building operator, however, must

control cabinet PCs, because they were the only devices at the time with enough

be able to modify the interaction of these data points with higher-level building

computing power for the variable room automation we needed. No PLC system

controls, and this can be accomplished via a user-friendly configuration tool

with comparable performance was available back then. In addition, only IPCs

in the central building control system. In addition, the advanced single-room

could be equipped with plug-in cards as interfaces for the various bus systems
used in the building. To connect the more than 40,000 data points in the building
control system, 20 C6130s were distributed across three floors. Today, 20 compact C6915 control cabinet PCs perform this job. Since they are much smaller,
they could be distributed across the individual floors in a more space-efficient
manner with a floor manager on each floor. We benefit from the continuous
advancement of control technology from Beckhoff while still being assured that
components will be available for the long term. Even the originally installed
C6130s are still available.”
Another major factor in the building revitalization project, says Michael Herr
mann, was the high flexibility of PC-based control: “It provides us with a
comprehensive toolbox that helps us implement all specific requirements of
a building quickly and with minimum effort. We can integrate legacy systems
that are still in good working order and carry out revitalization projects
without having to interrupt building operation.” The same applies to TwinCAT
automation software, adds Rainer Daiß: “No comparably flexible software
system was available at the time. It also offers the benefits of efficient engineering and upward compatibility, which is critical for long-term operational

The smoke extraction system is controlled via a CX2030 Embedded PC.

reliability. The Eurotheum revitalization is a prime example, because we were
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With its flexible building
automation capabilities, the
110-meter-tall Eurotheum
building in Frankfurt offers
21 floors of custom-tailored
office space.
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Herrmann experts (from left to right) Assistant Technical Manager Michael Herrmann, Team Manager Rainer Daiß
and General Manager Hansjörg Ludwig explain the PC-based control application in the Eurotheum revitalization project
to building automation expert Matthias Natterer from the Beckhoff Ravensburg, Germany sales office.

able to transfer the almost 20-year-old control software to the new PCs

EtherCAT Terminals and Bus Terminals from Beckhoff snap into position much

without having to make any changes, except for a few adjustments that had

more securely, those problems are now in the past. In addition, the extensive

become necessary due to architectural modifications. This is a huge benefit

diagnostic capabilities of the EtherCAT system make it much easier to find

for us as a system integrator.”

exact points of failure.”

Hansjörg Ludwig considers long-term availability and reliability to be import-

EtherCAT for smoke extraction and building automation

ant arguments for upgrading the I/O system as well: “Some of the legacy

The complexity of the Eurotheum is reflected in its many physical data points

Interbus components had been discontinued, which can cause problems,

alone after the revitalization: 100,000 for the building automation features

particularly in commercial buildings that are designed for many years of

and an additional 6,000 for the smoke extraction system. Accordingly, having

use. In addition, many I/O components were installed in ceiling-mounted

powerful data communication capabilities is critical for Rainer Daiß: “The huge

distribution boxes, overhead. In the past, this frequently created problems

volumes of data generated require an exceptionally fast and reliable bus system

when components worked themselves loose. As a result, the already sensi-

like EtherCAT that can operate over copper wires just as well as over fiber-optic

tive Interbus communication broke down frequently. When this happened,

cables, depending on the circumstances. Especially for the highly available

technicians spent too much time looking for fault locations when the fix

smoke extraction system, EtherCAT stands out with its easy-to-implement cable

involved nothing more than fastening a loose terminal connection. Since the

redundancy and fast fiber-optic cable installation. We were able to upgrade all
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Using a window-based grid divided by 67 axes, each office floor space can be
configured for single offices or cubicles, an open floor plan or a combination thereof.

30 control cabinets, each of which has two substations, in only two months. This

The data transmission of the room automation systems for each floor also

was particularly important in terms of fire protection, because when the smoke

runs over an EtherCAT loop that connects the four switching panel alcoves as

extraction system was switched off for the modernization in ongoing building

interfaces to the individual trade systems. Each of the 20 floors has 34 distri-

operation, a firefighter had to be stationed on each occupied floor as a costly

bution racks and 38 BK1150 Bus Couplers to handle the typical building data

safety measure.”

via M-Bus, KNX, Dali and DSI, as well as the legacy Interbus network for the
HVAC systems. In addition, each floor has 15 EP2008 I/O box modules linked to

The smoke extraction system is controlled by two CX2030 Embedded PCs.

an EtherCAT loop that are used to control the heating valves in a particularly

They connect two separate EtherCAT loops that run through all building

space-saving manner.

floors. The system employs a total of 74 EK1501 EtherCAT Couplers along with
450 EL1008 digital input terminals and 150 EL2008 digital output terminals.
Based on the information supplied by these components, the smoke extraction
system is able to identify one of approximately 50 smoke extraction scenarios
and will accordingly turn the appropriate exhaust fans on or off and open or
close fire dampers. To do this, the Beckhoff control system communicates with
the building management system over an OPC server via ADS.

Further information:
www.eurotheum.de
www.herrmann-automation.de
www.beckhoff.com/building
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The space-saving Hybrid DECI Duo machine
is suitable for even the most demanding
support removal and surface finishing applications in a single multi-functioning system.

Automated post-print processing puts the finishing touches on 3D printed parts

PC-based control increases throughput
in additive manufacturing
Additive manufacturing processes can produce parts with the most complex geometries in a single
operation. However, post-processing these 3D printed parts is time-consuming and costly. In order to
remove this bottleneck in the production process, PostProcess Technologies has developed a series of
machines that leverage a groundbreaking chemistry of detergents and abrasive media. The newest
example is the Hybrid DECI Duo. The multi-functional machine provides automated removal of support
material and surface finishing. It was automated with control technology from Beckhoff.
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The CP6706 Panel PC with 7-inch touchscreen serves as

In the production of certain types of 3D printed parts, the

the controller and HMI for easy access to the Automat3D™

use of support material (shown here in white) is required,

software and visualization created by PostProcess.

which must be removed afterward without a trace.

The challenges of post-print processing in additive manufacturing include sur-

Finishing the job 3D printers started

face finishing and the removal of support material. Particularly when building

PostProcess Technologies, a “Startup NY” designated company headquartered

complex geometries and structures via 3D printer, any overhangs or other

in Buffalo, New York, was founded in 2013 with a vision – to revolutionize

asymmetrical contours require the use of support materials. These ensure that

additive manufacturing by removing the post-print bottleneck and thus pav-

the workpiece does not collapse during production and they maintain the cor-

ing the way to economical series production. The aim was to translate the

rect shape of the part during printing. The support materials must be removed

diligence and accuracy of manual finishing into a fast, automated finishing

afterward, creating inefficiencies. In addition, the parts printed from materials

process. PostProcess developed a completely new process that leverages a

such as advanced thermoplastics, light-cured resins and metals often require

groundbreaking chemistry of detergents and abrasives as well as pressure and

finishing to achieve the desired look and feel of a completed part while meeting

temperature instead of using cutting tools.

requirements for correct size, texture and precision.
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A PostProcess technician puts a new machine through
its final testing. EtherCAT-based drive technology from
Beckhoff has greatly reduced commissioning times.

The core of the PostProcess solution is the proprietary Automat3D™ software,
which, guided by the company’s Agitation Algorithms™ (AGA), facilitates
different agitation or intensity levels in post-print processing. It was created
by PostProcess founder and current President and CTO Daniel J. Hutchinson,
building on his extensive background in software development. By individually
adapting the process parameters, the solution can meet the requirements of
even the most varied part geometries without destroying important structures.
Michael Frauens, principal process development engineer, explains how important this is: “Damage to parts while being finished is simply not an option.
Often, these parts cost tens of thousands of dollars and may have taken weeks
or even months to design and build. This highlights the importance of our
Automat3D software. It ensures that all parts are accurately processed, regardless of geometry.” Even internal structures inside the parts that are difficult to
access can be processed in this way. Jeff Mize, CEO of PostProcess Technologies,
says: “Our solutions combine hardware, software and chemistry in an unprecedented way, helping us provide an automated, intelligent and comprehensive
offering to handle post-printing of materials and geometries for additive parts
– further accelerating Industrie 4.0.”
The answer to 3D printing challenges:
automation and IT convergence
As PostProcess began to implement its machines, partnering with Keller Technology, a global custom manufacturer, the company knew it needed proven,
robust automation components. Since most of the 3D printers are not PLC
driven, but rather PC driven, they decided to use PC-based control technology
from Beckhoff. PostProcess has developed a range of different machines for
removing support materials or surface finishing. The newest addition to their
product offering is the Hybrid DECI Duo, the first multi-functioning machine
that combines both processes in a single compact system that helps optimize
valuable production floor space.
In combination with TwinCAT 3 software, the CP6706 Panel PC with a 7-inch
touchscreen and quad-core Intel® Atom™ processor serves as the all-in-one

TwinCAT 3 PLC and NC/PTP serves as the back-end for the DECI Duo system,

control and HMI for the Hybrid DECI Duo system. “A PC-based platform that

has also standardized on a motion system from Beckhoff, consisting of AM8000

combines Windows OS and automation tools based in Visual Studio® was an

series servomotors with One Cable Technology (OCT) and several AX5100

ideal fit for our programming efforts, given that we are not specifically controls

EtherCAT servo drives. Hutchinson continues: “The AM8000 series motors fit our

engineers, but lean more toward computer science,” Hutchinson says. “This

needs perfectly. Compact size and minimized cabling were at the top of our list

convergence of automation technology and information technology as driven

of requirements, and these motors hit all the right marks. Plus, the combination

by Beckhoff enables us to have greater flexibility with our workforce, drawing

of the OCT motors, servo drives and EtherCAT as the drives bus made commis-

from many different pools of engineering talent.”

sioning very simple.”

providing real-time automation of the part processing operations. PostProcess
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The high-performance internal rotary table leverages
several AM8000 servomotors with One Cable Technology.
Motion control for the DECI Duo is accomplished via
TwinCAT 3 NC/PTP software and AX5103 servo drives.

Hutchinson explains the benefits of EtherCAT as system bus for the Hybrid DECI

Beckhoff system, our development time was cut in half,” reports Marc Farfaglia,

Duo: “EtherCAT is our sole communication protocol for all of the PostProcess

Engineering Manager. “Much of this is due to the flexibility of TwinCAT 3 software

Production series machines. The microsecond-level communication speeds

and the ability to reuse function blocks and other code on subsequent machines.”

are unparalleled. EtherCAT also supports flexible topologies and the use of
third-party hardware.”

TwinCAT also provides further benefits for engineering, as it pairs very well with
the Automat3D software. Hutchinson concludes: “The ability to utilize industry

EtherCAT I/O terminals are installed across all PostProcess Production lines.
According to Hutchinson, this provides maximum flexibility and streamlines

standard development tools and configuration management services, such as
Microsoft Visual Studio®, Visual Studio® Team Services and third-party exten-

future expansion. Safety technology is also integrated in the EtherCAT I/O

sions, greatly improves the development time, organization and learning curve

system. Special safety equipment such as e-stops and guard doors are easily

for our developers.” He points out that during development, the software-only

connected via TwinSAFE I/O terminals.

simulation mode allowed PostProcess to significantly lower hardware and software integration time. As the 3D printing and additive manufacturing market

Reduced programming time and costs are part

continues to evolve at a rapid clip, it is exactly this level of flexibility that will

of the winning process

help OEMs like PostProcess shape the future of the industry.

Reduction in development time was the most important benefit realized by
PostProcess upon implementation of PC-based control and EtherCAT. “With the

Further information:
www.postprocess.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com
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Although the test bench weighs
4,000 tons, TwinCAT 3 software
enables fast control sequences
and the easy integration of
advanced simulation models.

TwinCAT 3 controls a HALT test bench for wind turbines up to 10 MW

Wind turbine HALT
enables rigorous testing
Denmark is setting a new standard for wind turbine testing technology. The Lindø Offshore Renewables Center (LORC) is capable of testing the nacelle of a wind turbine for all possible wind and torsion
loads it will be subjected to during its service life of more than 25 years. The automation technology
for the control of the test bench was supplied by Beckhoff.
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As wind turbines become ever larger and more expensive, the need to minimize

as possible, which is why simulation models calculate the interactions occurring

the risk of damage over their entire service life increases as well. This requires

between nacelle and rotor in real time and send the corresponding signals to

the execution of load tests on real turbines prior to starting series production

the hydraulic cylinders. The system is capable of simulating the widest possible

of a new wind turbine. Providing the most rigorous Highly Accelerated Lifetime

range of operating conditions, such as the nacelle's behavior in gales or after

Test (HALT) possible is the mission of LORC, one of the world’s largest test

grid failures and emergency stops.

benches for wind turbines with a capacity of up to 10 megawatts, which went
online in December 2017 in Munkebo, Denmark. The large wind simulator uses

Simulations in the millisecond-range

mechanical, hydraulic and electric functions to generate as many stresses and

During test runs, the sensors must be able to acquire, process and transmit

strains in six months as a wind turbine is subjected to over its entire 25-year
service life. Such tests help identify weaknesses in design and construction so

vast data quantities in the shortest possible time, which is why all test bench
components and test objects were modeled in MATLAB®/Simulink® prior to

that any necessary changes can be made before the turbines are manufactured

commissioning. “Since the software must be able to respond to diverse test

in volume.

scenarios as quickly as possible, we wanted to achieve the shortest possible
cycle time,” says Allan Mogensen, Software Manager at R&D Test Systems. “We

Test bench with realistic conditions

selected Beckhoff systems because the TwinCAT 3 automation software enables

As the facility’s turnkey supplier, Danish engineering company R&D Test

us to achieve a cycle time of 1 millisecond.”

Systems was responsible for the entire project from designing and developing
development and implementation processes took many years to complete. To

The MATLAB®/Simulink® software interface in TwinCAT 3 is another benefit,
adds Allan Mogensen: “To ensure excellent operability and performance, we

ensure a smooth commissioning process and guarantee reliable test bench

simulated all testing functions on a computer by creating MATLAB®/Simulink®

performance, all functions had to be thoroughly simulated and tested. The

models of all physical components of the test bench and test objects that LORC

simulation models and test results were used for further software development

customers wanted to test in reality. The MATLAB® model simulations act as a

and operator training.

benchmark for later real-life tests on the real physical mechanic system, without

the mechanical components to programming and commissioning. The complex

posing risks to the mechanic system. This enabled us to reach our goal faster
At the testing center, the mechanical components of a wind turbine are

than originally planned.”

subjected to realistic fatigue tests based on wind and weather data from
wind farms all over the world. “The ability to simulate real-life conditions

Allan Mogensen summarizes: “The test bench is a lighthouse project for Den-

is becoming increasingly important for the wind power and other industries

mark and the Danish wind power industry. We delivered a HALT facility that

employing heavy-duty solutions. Manufacturers can save many resources

enables us to test wind turbines faster and more effectively. Having sufficient

over the long term if they know in advance how a wind turbine will react

computing performance was particularly important for our implementation. The

in real-world use,” explains Michael Nielsen, General Manager, Beckhoff

hardware and software from Beckhoff satisfied these requirements in an ideal

Denmark. With TwinCAT 3 software, powerful Industrial PCs and numerous

way.” Morten Hauge, Sales Engineer at Tricon Electric, agrees: “Supplying such

EtherCAT I/O terminals, Beckhoff supplied the foundation for specification and

an advanced solution for a project as large as this one was an interesting job.

monitoring of all test scenarios. Danish control cabinet supplier Tricon Electric

Beckhoff hardware feature the level of intelligence you need for such demand-

A/S installed the components.

ing tasks.”

Each newly developed wind turbine must undergo testing as a complete system. Since this is very difficult considering the dimensions of modern turbines,
manufacturers test the nacelle by itself, simulating the effects of the rotor,
the electrical circuitry and other environmental conditions as realistically as
possible on the test bench. To map all the forces and torque factors that affect
the main turbine shaft and nacelle, the new HALT test bed required a unique
design. Building the facility, which is 31 meters long, 8 meters wide and
13 meters tall, required 310 tons of steel, and 107 concrete pillars that had
to be buried 16 meters deep into the ground. Weighing 4,000 tons, the test

Installed in six control cabinets supplied by Tricon Electric, the Beckhoff hardware

bench features a hydraulic bending system that can apply bending moments

components communicate with each other over the powerful EtherCAT network.

of up to 25 MNm to the turbine being tested. It generates these forces with
hydraulic cylinders. A drive system with a torque of 14.5 MNm generates the
wind force applied to the rotors.
When wind shears, gusts or turbulences impact the rotor, this generates additional bending moments and thrusts. The test bench recreates these forces via
hydraulic cylinders in a hexapod construction. Since the tower and rotor are
missing, however, the system must model these real-life conditions as precisely

Further information:
www.lorc.dk
www.rdas.dk
weitere
Infos unter:
www.tricon.dk
www.beckhoff.dk
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With its movers that can be controlled like individual servo axes,
XTS is the core element of the modular packaging platform from TDC.

A modular machine platform for the tobacco, food and other industries

XTS maximizes flexibility
in packaging processes
Faced with growing consumer demand for personalized products, increasingly frequent changes in legal requirements and ever
shorter product life cycles, manufacturers today are looking for production methods that will give them the greatest possible
flexibility. For that purpose, Dutch engineering company TDC has developed Doysis-M, a flexible, modular machine platform based
on the eXtended Transport System (XTS) from Beckhoff and designed to address dynamic market challenges like these.

The Doysis-M packaging platform implemented by Technical Development

Broadly suited for small and delicate products, TDC’s flexible platform is cur-

Corporation (TDC) – a part of ITMGroup and based in Kampen, Netherlands –

rently being used to package biscuits, detergent tablets and tobacco.

eliminates the constraints that used to limit batch size or the ability to change
the form, volume or size of products. It requires just one operator to change a

Quick to grasp the potential of the XTS

machine over to a product with different packaging – and it takes next to no

TDC engineers searching the marketplace for new technologies to use in flexi-

conversion time. In addition, the machine’s modular design means it can adapt

ble machine solutions first came across XTS around six years ago. Immediately,

easily to accommodate future packaging requirements or additional features.

they understood that it offered vast innovation potential that could allow their
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Doysis-M, a flexible and constantly evolving machine platform,

Filling stand-up pouches with tobacco is just one of the

now also includes Industrie 4.0 capabilities.

packaging processes already implemented using Doysis-M.

creativity free rein. The idea of a magnetic track that could be programmed to

length and combine these with the number of movers we need for the applica-

halt movers at any time and at any point along its length eliminated constraints

tion in hand. We can add as many movers to the basic modules as we want,”

that had consistently stood in their way in the past.

according to TDC. “The machine platform also lets us incorporate additional
capabilities easily, going forward. With just a small investment, it can adapt to

TDC Operations Manager Rolf Dekker recalls: “When we designed our first

meet future requirements and achieve a longer useful life.”

solution using XTS, we worked very closely with Beckhoff. This led to the
first horizontal XTS system, with lighter movers and grippers and a track made

A fast, flexible dosing and packaging platform

of Pertinax composite. As a result, Doysis-M can now be used in the tobacco

Rolf Dekker describes the platform’s flexibility: “We’ve designed a range of

and food sectors as well as in other industries.”

grippers that allow us to move different types of products and packaging.
In conventional machines, product dosing and packaging are often the most

Progression towards Industrie 4.0

costly aspects of the production process in terms of time, and manufacturing

Doysis-M has been refined and evolved since the first systems shipped, partic-

companies tackle this by operating multiple packaging machines in parallel.

ularly in terms of its Industrie 4.0 capabilities. “We’re currently developing new

We’ve successfully shown that we can handle the kinds of volumes they re-

grippers that are lighter but just as strong,” says TDC’s spokesman. “This will

quire with just a single packaging platform. Besides keeping acquisition costs

prolong the operating life of the XTS-based handling unit. The machine will also

down for manufacturers, this also reduces space requirements, requires less

consume less power.” The next step in this on-going process is to introduce pre-

operators, and lowers maintenance costs. Product quality frequently improves

dictive maintenance. TDC, Dekker continues, is adding sensors to the movers to

as well. As a result, investing in Doysis-M tends to pay for itself very quickly.”

record actual loads and acceleration: “This will allow us to predict track wear

In addition, with XTS no special tools are needed to handle different packaging

and the service life of mover bearings more accurately. We’ve also developed

formats: The format can be changed over quickly by means of software – prac-

a service and maintenance application using Microsoft HoloLens™.”

tically at the push of a button.

Doysis-M, initially designed to fill stand-up pouches, now works with boxes
and other types of packaging as well. “Doysis-M is a fully modular platform.
We can use multiple basic modules of the XTS system to achieve the requisite

Further information:
www.itmgroup.eu/doysis-m
www.beckhoff.nl
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Further information:
www.ethercat.org

The international ETG team at their Global Strategy Meeting in Leinburg, Germany

International ETG strategy meeting in Leinburg near Nuremberg

ETG meets for 2018 Global Strategy Meeting
In June 2018, the global team of EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) met for the

Bob Trask who has led the North American ETG office since the beginning of

biennial ETG Global Strategy Meeting. The ETG employees from the Nuremberg

2018, attended the Global Strategy Meeting for the first time: “I am amazed at

headquarters gathered with their colleagues from ETG offices in China, Japan,

the great expertise of the ETG team, their commitment to the industry, and the

South Korea and the U.S. in Leinburg, near Nuremberg, Germany. The meeting’s

continual refinement of the tools necessary for EtherCAT compliance.”

main topics included the latest status and development of EtherCAT technology
in the context of Industrie 4.0 and IoT. Along with the strategic planning for

The organization’s strong growth is also reflected in the increasing number

the years ahead, internal project workflows and communication processes

of ETG employees. The team has grown significantly since the last meeting in

were also key points of discussion. Gaining insight into theories of intercultural

Marienfeld, Germany, two years ago, so the meeting was a welcome opportunity

communication and applying these theories during team-building events helped

for team building and getting to know each other.

enhance collaboration within the multinational ETG team.
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129 participants from 60 ETG member companies came
together at the regional Member Meeting in South Korea.

Numerous participants visited the annual regional Member Meetings

ETG Member Meetings in Japan and South Korea
Recently, the annual regional ETG Member Meetings were held in Japan and

and the ETG Regional Committee in Japan. The participants received a compre-

South Korea. Numerous participants from ETG member companies attended the

hensive technology update, as well as an overview of the latest global activities

lectures and took an active part themselves.

of the ETG. Another important point on this year's agenda was conformity, as
the interoperability of the EtherCAT devices highly contributes to the success

The ninth Korean Member Meeting took place in the capital city of Seoul.

of the technology.

Martin Rostan, executive director of the EtherCAT Technology Group, opened
the meeting with an introduction on the current status of the technology as

These meetings drew a large number of participants, showing that there is

well as the numerous activities of the ETG, including its worldwide seminar

great interest in Asia regarding EtherCAT technology and its use in the context

series and participation in trade shows. In particular, the presentation about the

of current trends such as Industrie 4.0 and TSN. In addition, the number of ETG

EtherCAT and Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN) profile attracted many listeners.

members in Asia keeps increasing steadily. Over a third of all ETG members

Furthermore, ETG member companies such as the Korea Institute of Science

are now based in Asia, mainly in China, Japan and South Korea. The ETG itself

and Technology (KIST), Stone Child Autotainment, HMS Industrial Networks and

is also very active in Asia. The organization offers a large number of seminars

DAINCUBE presented the advantageous use of EtherCAT in their applications.

for beginners and developers, and it maintains a strong presence at the most
important trade shows. The established and well-attended Plug Fests also

In Japan, many members accepted the invitation to the local ETG Member Meet-

continue to play a key role, where developers meet to test their EtherCAT

ing as well and attended the presentations by the Japanese ETG representative

implementations.

New Technical Working Group kicks off with successful web conference

EtherCAT and TSN TWG Kick-Off Meeting
The new Technical Working Group (TWG) on EtherCAT and TSN (Time-Sensitive

and has already been established by a liaison. Many TWG companies also work

Networking), which was initiated by ETG, had its first meeting at the end of July.

together in the LNI 4.0 TSN Testbed. This helps to monitor conformance not only

The kick-off meeting was held in the form of a web conference to facilitate the

for EtherCAT and TSN, but also to test common networks with other manufac-

participation of members from Asia and North America. Currently, 16 companies

turers and address specification gaps. Just like EtherCAT, LNI 4.0 is committed

are represented in the TWG, which demonstrates incredible results for the newly

to small and medium-sized device manufacturers and machine builders. As a

founded working group. Among them are two of the world’s largest manufactur-

result, this group can source an interoperable solution from a large number of

ers of industrial switches, as well as other leading high-tech companies.

providers immediately following the completion of the TSN specification.

The TWG addresses the interworking of EtherCAT and TSN – the profile for this

The next meeting of the TWG on EtherCAT and TSN is scheduled for December

has already been available since last year. Cooperation with the IEEE 802.1 TSN

2018. ETG members who would like to contribute are welcome to join.

Task Group (TG) and in particular the JWG IEC/IEEE 60802 is highly valuated
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Trade shows 2018
Europe
Germany
AMB
18 – 22 September 2018
Stuttgart
Hall 2, booth E23
www.messe-stuttgart.de/amb/en

FachPack
25 – 27 September 2018
Nuremberg
Hall 3A, booth 331
www.fachpack.de/en

WindEnergy Hamburg
25 – 28 September 2018
Hamburg
Hall B6, booth 319
www.windenergyhamburg.com/en

Motek
08 – 11 October 2018
Stuttgart
Hall 8, booth 108
www.motek-messe.de/en

Meorga Rhein Ruhr
10 October 2018
Bochum
Booth H2
www.meorga.de

EuroBlech
23 – 26 October 2018
Hannover
Hall 27, booth D89
www.euroblech.com/2018/english

FMB
07 – 09 November 2018
Bad Salzuflen
Hall 20, booth E14
www.fmb-messe.de/en

SPS IPC Drives
27 – 29.November 2018
Nuremberg
Hall 7, booth 406
www.mesago.de/en/SPS

Denmark

France

FoodTech
13 – 15 November 2018

All4Pack
26 – 29 November 2018

Herning
Hall L, booth 9148

Villepinte
Hall 6, booth D 022

www.uk.foodtech.dk

www.all4pack.fr/en

Finland

Großbritannien

Alihankinta
25 – 27 September 2018
Tampere
Hall A, booth 819

PPMA
25 – 27 September 2018
Birmingham
Booth F50

www.alihankinta.fi/en

www.ppmashow.co.uk

FinnBuild
10 – 12 October 2018
Helsinki
Hall 6, booth 6c40

MATLAB Expo
03 October 2018
Silverstone
www.matlabexpo.com

www.finnbuild.fi

Energia
23 – 25 October 2018
Tampere
Hall A, booth H3
www.energiamessut.fi

Smart Factory
20 – 22 November 2018
Jyväskylä
Booth C-201
www.smart-factory.fi/en

Spain
Matelec
13 – 16 November 2018
Madrid
www.matelec.ifema.es/en/matelec-2
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Sweden
Scanautomatic
09 – 11 October 2018
Gothenburg
Hall B, booth 05:51
www.scanautomatic.se

Turkey
Robot Yatırımları Zirve ve Sergisi
16 – 18 October 2018
Istanbul
Booth H31
www.robotyatirimlari.com

Asia
China
Industrial Automation Show
19 – 23 September 2018
Shanghai
www.industrial-automation-show.com/en

China Brew & Beverage
23 – 26 October 2018
Shanghai
www.chinabrew-beverage.com/english

Japan
Jimtof
01 – 06 November 2018
Tokio
Hall 5, booth E5035
www.jimtof.org/en

Malaysia
ISA Malaysia Automation Conference &
Exhibition
5 – 6 December 2018
Kuala Lumpur
www.isa-malaysia-expo.org

United Arab Emirates

USA

SPS Automation Middle East
18 – 19 September 2018

Pack Expo International
14 – 17 October 2018

Dubai
www.spsautomationme.com

Chicago, IL
South building, booth 134117

Wetex
23 – 25 October 2018
Dubai
www.wetex.ae

Adipec
12 – 15 November 2018
Abu Dhabi
Hall 8, booth 8718
www.adipec.com

North America
Canada
ATX Montreal

Singapore

China Wind Power
17 – 19 October 2018
Peking

Industrial Transformation Asia Pacific
16 – 18 October 2018
Singapore
Hall 2, booth R14

www.chinawind.org.cn

www.industrial-transformation.com
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www.packexpointernational.com

FABTECH
06 – 08 November 2018
Atlanta, GA
Building B, booth 9429
www.fabtechexpo.com

South America
Brasilien
ISA Expo Campinas
18 September 2018
Campinas
www.isaexpocampinas.org.br

14 – 15 November 2018
Montreal, QC
Booth 1615
www.atxmontreal.com

Further information:
www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows

www.pc-control.net

